Trinity College Dublin Sample Course List

Hilary (Spring) Term

Trinity College Dublin uses unique terms to describe classes, academic level, and semesters that may be unfamiliar to U.S. students. Please use the following glossary as a guide.

**Module** – Class, example: BY2201 Cell Structure and Function

**Course** – Major, example: Biology

**Junior Freshman** – First year undergraduate students

**Senior Freshman** – Second year undergraduate students

**Junior Sophister** – Third year undergraduate students

**Senior Sophister** – Fourth / Final year undergraduate students

**Michaelmas Term** – First / Fall semester

**Hilary Term** – Second / Spring semester

**Trinity Term** – Third / Summer semester

Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.
# Trinity College Dublin Sample Course List

## Hilary (Spring) Term

**Faculty of Engineering, Mathematics and Science**
- Biochemistry and Immunology
- Biology
- Environmental Sciences
- Plant Sciences
- Chemistry
- Computer Science and Statistics
- Engineering
- Genetics
- Geography
- Geology
- Mathematics
- Microbiology
- Physics
- Zoology

**Faculty of Health Sciences**
- Nursing and Midwifery

**Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences**
- Business School
- Creative Arts
- Centre for Language & Communication Studies (CLCS)
- Classics
- Confederal School of Religions, Peace Studies and Theology
- Economics
- Education
- English
- European Studies
- French
- Germanic Studies
- Hispanic Studies
- History
- History of Art
- Irish Studies
- Italian
- Law
- Near and Middle Eastern Studies
- Philosophy
- Political Science
- Psychology
- Russian and Slavonic Studies
- Social Work and Social Policy
- Sociology

*Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.*
Faculty of Engineering, Mathematics and Science

Biochemistry and Immunology
- BIU33020 Research Skills
- BIU33230 Gene Regulation
- BIU33240 Microbiology & Immunology
- BIU33330 Disease & Development
- BIU33945 Nucleic Acids
- BIU33955 Biochemistry in Health and Disease

Biology
- BY1102 Introduction to Evolution, Biodiversity and the Environment
- BY2205 Microbiology
- BY2206 Ecosystem Biology and Global Change
- BY2207 Behaviour
- BY2208 Genetics
- BY2209 Infection and Immunity
- BY2210 Agriculture, Environment and Biotechnology

Environmental Sciences
- BO3122 Entomology
- BO3125 Diversity of Plant Morphology

Plant Sciences
- BO3107 Plant Molecular Biology
- BO3110 The Plant Kingdom Evolution and Diversity
- BO3111 Angiosperm Diversity and Systematics
- BO3122 Entomology
- BO4103 Plant Conservation and Biodiversity
- BO4107 Plant-Animal Interactions

Chemistry
- CHU33104 Solid State Materials
- CHU33204 Synthetic Organic Chemistry II
- CHU33304 Molecular Thermodynamics and Kinetics
- CHU33404 Biomaterials and Macromolecules
- CHU33404 Molecular Thermodynamics and Kinetics
- CHU33441 Introduction to Medicinal Chemistry
- CHU33446 Microbiology and Pharmacology

Computer Science and Statistics
- CS1013 Programming Project I
- CS1022 Introduction to Computing II

Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.
● CS1031 Telecommunications I
● CS1E03 Computer Engineering I
● CS2013 Programming Project II
● CS2016 Concurrent Systems and Operating Systems
● CS2021 Microprocessor Systems
● CS2022 Computer Architecture I
● CS2BC1 Systems Analysis and Design 1
● CS3013 Software Engineering Group Project
● CS3014 Concurrent Systems I
● CS3031 Advanced Telecommunications
● CS3061 Artificial Intelligence I
● CS3081 Computational Mathematics
● CS3BC1 e-Business I
● CS3D3 Computer Networks
● CS3D5b Software Design and Implementation
● CS4D2B Knowledge Engineering
● EEU22E10 Engineering Design IV: Project
● ST1252 Introduction to Statistics II
● ST2005 Applied Probability 2
● ST3002 Statistical Analysis III
● ST3004 Research Methods
● ST3005 Information Systems
● ST3009 Statistical Methods for Computer Science
● ST3454 Stochastic Modules in Space and Time II
● ST3455 Modern Statistical Methods I

Engineering
● CEU33A01 Engineering Surveying
● CEU33A03 Hydraulics
● CEU33A04 Structural Analysis
● CEU33A08 Geology for Engineers
● CEU33E04 Innovation and Entrepreneurship for Engineers
● CEU44A01 Civil Engineering Materials
● CEU44A02 Hydrogeology & Engineering Geology
● CEU44A08 Transportation
● CEU44A62 Structures II
● EEU33C03 Analogue Circuits
● EEU33C05 Telecommunications
● EEU33C07 Digital Systems Design
● EEU44C02 Microelectronic Circuits
● EEU44C15 Analogue Signal Processing
● MEU33B01 Thermodynamics
● MEU33B04 Mechanical Engineering Materials

Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.
- MEU33B07 Manufacturing Technology and Systems
- MEU33BM2 Biomedical Design Project
- MEU44B01 Mechanics of Solids
- MEU44B02 Forensic Materials Engineering
- MEU44B05 Manufacturing Technology
- MEU44B09 Control Engineering I
- MEU44B10 Instrumentation and Experimental Techniques
- MEU44B12 Acoustics
- MEU44B21 Thermal Engineering Technology
- MEU44EM2 Advanced Manufacturing

**Genetics**
- GEU33001 Bacterial Genetics
- GEU33002 Eukaryotic Molecular Genetics
- GEU33004 Neurogenetics And Drosophila
- GEU33005 Medical Genetics

**Geography**
- GG3015 Globalisation
- GG3028 Advanced Research Methods in Geography I
- GG3030 Environmental Governance I
- GG3033 Geographical Information: Data and Tools

**Geology**
- GL2206 Dynamic Earth 2: Structure & Microscopy
- GL33245 Geological Field Skills II
- GL3328 Structural Geology
- GL3335 Stratigraphy and the Geology of Ireland
- GL3337 GIS and Mapping Techniques
- GL4402 Fieldwork
- GL4419 Economic Geology
- GL4424 Micropalaeontology & Evolution
- GL4425 Applied Geophysics
- GL3423 Hydrology & Water Quality

**Mathematics**
- MA1126 Introduction to Set Theory and General Topology
- MA1132 Advanced Calculus
- MA1212 Linear Algebra II
- MA1242 Mechanics II
- MA1E02 Engineering Mathematics II
- MA2224 Lebesgue Integral
- MA22S2 Vector Calculus for Science

*Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.*
- MA22S4 Mechanics
- MA22S6 Numerical and Data Analysis Techniques
- MA2214 Fields, Rings and Modules
- MA2322 Calculus on Manifolds
- MA2328 Complex Analysis
- MA2332 Equations of Mathematical Physics II
- MA2342 Advanced Classical Mechanics II
- MA2E02 Engineering Mathematics IV
- MA3416 Group Representations
- MA341F Introduction to Algebraic Geometry
- MA3422 Functional Analysis II
- MA342T Partial Differential Equations
- MA3432 Classical Electrodynamics
- MA3442 Quantum Mechanics II
- MA3444 Statistical Physics II
- MA3484 Methods of Mathematical Economics
- MA4446 Quantum Field Theory II
- MA4448 General Relativity
- MA444D The Standard Model of Elementary Particle Physics
- MA1266 Introduction to Programming in C

Microbiology
- MI3M02 Microbial Pathogenicity & Immunology
- MI3M04 Bacterial Molecular Biology & Genetics

Physics
- PY3P02 Electromagnetic Interactions I
- PY3P04 Condensed Matter II
- PY3P05 Atomic & Nuclear Physics
- PY3P07 Experimental Techniques
- PY4P03 Condensed Matter III
- PY4P04 Nanoscience
- PY4P07 Advanced Topics

Zoology
- ZO3030 Introduction to Parasitology
- ZO3050 Introduction to Developmental Biology
- ZO3070 Experimental Design and Analysis
- ZO3085 Wildlife Biology and Terrestrial Ecology
- ZO3090 Desk Study: Zoology and Society
- BO3122 Entomology
- ZO4020 General Zoology
- ZO4012 Advances in Parasitology

Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.
- ZO4092 Environmental Impact Assessment
- BO4107 Plant-Animal Interactions

**Faculty of Health Sciences**

**Nursing and Midwifery**
- MN1D02SA Principles of Intellectual Disability Nursing Across the Lifespan
- MN1S03 Psychosocial Foundations for Care
- MN1S04 Foundations for Professional Practice
- MN1G02SA General Nursing ‘Care Across the Lifespan
- MN1P02SA Psychotherapeutic Skills and the Recovery Approach within Mental Health Practice
- MN1P01SA Understanding Mental Health, Distress and Illness and Approaches to Care
- NU2S06 The Sociology of Health and Illness
- NU2P08 Mental Health Nursing in the Community
- NU2E08 Contribution to Society
- NU2E02 Statistics for Healthcare Professionals
- NU2E03 Introduction to Theories of Race and Ethnicity.
- NU2E01 Perspectives on Deafness

**Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences**

**Business School**
- BU3601 Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Business Modelling
- BU3631 Corporate Finance and Equity Valuation
- BU3650 Digital Technology in Operations
- BU3660 Organisational Theory and Organisational Analysis
- BU3690 Social Entrepreneurship
- BU3710 Consumer Behaviour

**Creative Arts**
- FSS007 Russian Cinema
- FSS013 Practical Documentary Filmmaking
- FSS030 Digital Storyworlds
- FSS033 Film Theory and Criticism
- Contemporary Non-Western Cinema
- Writing for the Big Screen
- MUS191 Opera and Gender
- MUS192 Open Scores
- MUS199 Hollywood Film Musical

*Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.*
Centre for Language & Communication Studies (CLCS)

- LI1007 The Applied Linguistics of English Language Teaching II
- LI231A Aspects of Vocabulary
- LI234A Sociolinguistics
- LI7843 Linguistic Typology
- LI7857 Language Acquisition
- LI7862 Linguistic Pragmatics
- LI7869 Describing Meaning
- LI7877 The Pedagogical Grammar of English
- LI7886 Governance and Politics of the PRC
- LI7887 Business and Economy of Contemporary China
- LI7889 Chinese Language Varieties and Diaspora in a Global Context
- LI7892 Early 20th Century Chinese History
- LI8001 China in Comparative Perspective

Classics

- CL1041 Sources and Methods for Ancient History
- CL1064 Introduction to Roman History
- CL1066 Greek and Roman Religion
- CL1068 Roman Art and Architecture
- CL1231 Latin Comedy
- CL1235 Greek Drama
- CL123G Introduction to Greek Language and Culture
- CL1252 Elementary Greek II
- CL1253 Reading Greek Texts
- CL1272 Elementary Latin II
- CL1273 Reading Latin Texts
- CL2301 Athenian Drama
- CL2324 Roman Comedy
- CL2363 Greek Archaeology II
- CL2365 Aegean Bronze Age II
- CL2366 Greek History II
- CL2369 Roman History II
- CL2371 Roman Britain II
- CL2373 Roman Archaeology II
- CL2377 Gender and Sexuality in the Roman World
- CL3078 Latin Didactic Poetry
- CL3355 Advanced Greek
- CL3375 Advanced Latin

Confederal School of Religions, Peace Studies and Theology

- EM3302 Religion, Conflict and Peace in International Relations
- EM3303 Engaging Religious Fundamentalism

Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.
- EM3304 Gender, War and Peace
- EM3305 World Christianity and Interreligious Dialogue
- HE101B Key Themes in Theology
- HE103C Introduction to the New Testament and Early Christianity: texts and context
- HE111C Approaches to the Study of Religion
- HE111R Religion in Public: Great Images
- HE230C Christianity in the Cultures of Late Antiquity
- HE232D Pauline Letters in Context
- HE233D Contemporary Ethical Issues
- HE238D Theological Cosmology and Anthropology
- HE404G Justice and Mercy as attributes of God
- HE4047C Friendship in the New Testament and Early Christianity
- HE4048C Religions, Gender and Human Rights
- LY1109 Theological Anthropology (B)
- LY1106 The Making of Catholic Theology: The Patristic Period
- LY1107 Liturgical Theology
- LY1108 Ethics and Society in Catholic Traditions
- LY2001 Theology in Reformation and Counter Reformation
- LY2004 God: One and Three
- LY2302 Development of the Wisdom Literature
- LY2301 Prophets, Seers and Sages
- LY3001 Catholic Life and Thought in the Age of the Enlightenment
- LY3002 Ecclesiology: Unity and Diversity in Catholic Christianity
- LY3100 Classic Spiritualities
- LY3109 The Book of Kells: A Theological Reading
- LY4002 Advanced Topics in Systematic Theology
- LY4002 Advanced Topics in Systematic Theology
- LY4003 Advanced Topics in Theological Ethics
- Ethical Issues Today - Alimentary Theology: Eating, Drinking and Ethics

Economics
- EC1141 Introduction to Economic Policy B
- EC2111 Intermediate Economics B
- EC2121 The Economy of Ireland B
- EC2141 Mathematical and Statistical Methods B
- EC3111 Economic Analysis B
- EC3121 Money and Banking B
- EC3131 The European Economy B
- EC3141 The Economics of Less Developed Countries B
- EC3151 Investment Analysis B
- EC3161 Economics of Policy Issues B
- EC3171 Industrial Economics: Competition, Strategy and Policy B
- EC3181 Mathematical Economics B

Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.
- EC3191 Econometrics B
- EC401C Economic Theory
- EC402C World Economy
- EC404C Development Economics
- EC405C Economics of Financial Markets
- EC409C Quantitative Methods
- EC410C International Economics
- EC415C Applied Economics
- EC416C History of Economic Thought and Ideology
- EC417C Topics in Political Economy

**Education**
- Instrumental Performance
- Musicianship
- Compositional Techniques
- Music Education
- Educational Philosophy & Theory
- Sociology of Education

**English**
- EN1021 Romanticism
- EN1022 Irish Writing 1890-1945
- EN1026 Stages of Theatre
- EN1027 Poetry
- EN1025 Beginnings of English Poetry
- EN1019 Medieval and Renaissance Romance
- EN2043 Introduction to Postcolonial Literature and Theory
- EN2048 Popular Literature
- EN2032 Introduction to Modernism
- EN2033 Non-Realist Writing
- EN2049 The Making of Sixteenth Century Identities
- EN2052 Beginning Old English
- EN2055 Northern Irish Literature and the Troubles
- EN2058 Children’s Literature
- EN2061 Cities in Literature
- EN4917 Reading Ireland B

**European Studies**
- EU1003 Introduction to the History of Ideas
- EU2001 The Making of Modernity, 1750-1820

*Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.*
Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.
History
- HI1222 Climate in the Ancient and Medieval Worlds
- HI1217 Early Christian Ireland 400-1000
- HI1218 Ireland 1534-1815 A Survey
- HI2301 History: Concepts and Methods
- HI1208 US History: A Survey
- HI2127 Hundred Years War c. 1337-1453
- HI2133 Imperialism to Globalism: Europe and the World 1860-1970

History of Art
- BCHA2 Making and Meaning in Irish Art II
- HA1011 Introduction to the History of European Art & Architecture II
- HA2001 Arts of Japan
- HA2346 Painting and Sculpture in 17th Century Europe
- HA4323 The Glory of God: Art and Architecture of the Medieval Church 1100-1200

Irish Studies
- IR1015 Irish Language and Literature
- IE1001 Imagining Ireland I
- IR1081 Irish Language and Literature A: Oral Literature
- IE2001 Imagining Ireland II
- IE2050 The History of Irish Cartography
- IR2081 Irish Language and Literature II: Early Irish Literature
- IE3001 Imagining Ireland III
- IE4001 Imagining Ireland IV

Italian
- IT2097 Inferno and Renaissance
- IT2098 Italian Literature and Culture 2
- IT2099 Italian Language 2
- IT3098 Italian Literature and Culture 3
- IT3099 Italian Language 3
- IT3424 Italian Option: The Poetry of Michelangelo
- IT3441 Italian Option: Collodi's Pinocchio
- IT3443 Italian Option: Opera and libretti
- IT3444 Italian Option: Performativity and the Italian Short Story
- IT4096 Italian Literature and Culture 4

Law
- LA1203 Criminal Law
- LA1204 Contract Law
- LA1231 Legislation and Regulation
- LA1232 Private Law Remedies

Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.
- LA2344 Equity
- LA2346 EU Law
- LA3428 International Human Rights
- LA3430 Employment Law
- LA3435 Public Interest Law
- LA3441 Legal Philosophy
- LA3444 Advanced EU Law
- LA3445 Commercial Law
- LA3446 Company Law
- LA3448 Conflicts of Law
- LA3451 Environmental Law
- LA3468 Tax Law
- LA3471 English Land Law
- LATBC Family and Child Law
- LA3479 Medical Law and Ethics
- LA3484 Financial Services Law

**Near and Middle Eastern Studies**
- NM1006 Introduction to Islamic Civilisation (Part B)
- NM1008 Introduction to Jewish Civilization from Antiquity to the Modern Period
- NM1010 Jewish and Christian Origins and the Bible
- NM2013 Introduction to Hebrew
- NM2015 Introduction to Arabic
- NM2319 Human Rights in the Middle East
- NMTBC Great Jewish Books
- NM3003 Intermediate Hebrew
- NM3006 Intermediate Arabic VS
- NM4010 Into/Out of Egypt: Biblical Narratives and Popular Culture
- NM4012 Holocaust Representation in Film and Literature

**Philosophy**
- PI106C Central Problems in Philosophy B
- PI107C History of Philosophy I V
- PI1131 Topics in Philosophy I B
- PI1141 Topics in Philosophy II B
- PI208C History of Philosophy II V
- PI209C Logic and Philosophy of Science V
- PI2015 Texts II
- PI3102/PI3002 Political Philosophy
- PI3108/PI3008 Philosophy of Religion
- PI3117/PI3017 Metaphysics
- PI3118/PI3018 Philosophy of Mind
- PI4026 Political Philosophy

*Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.*
- PI4041 Post Kantian Philosophy
- PI4048 Neurophilosophy
- PI4051 Ethics, The Limits of Morality

**Political Science**
- PO2111 History of Political Thought B: Modernity and its Critics
- PO2141 International Relations B: Topics and Treaties
- PO2151 Comparative Politics B: The Comparative Politics of the Developing World
- PO3111 Research Methods for Political Science B
- PO3131 Irish Politics B: Governance in Ireland, Politics in Northern Ireland
- PO3151 Contemporary Issues and Controversies in US Politics
- PO3171 Democracy and Development B
- PO3181 European Union Politics B
- PO3121 Political Violence B: Political Violence and Conflict in Comparative Context
- PO3141 Political Participation

**Psychology**
- PS1A06 Social Psychology
- PS1A12 Intro to the Psychology of Language
- PS3A08 Clinical Psychology and People with Intellectual Disabilities
- PS3A12 Advanced Psychology of Language
- PS3A16 Moral Development in Childhood
- PS3A18 Perceptual Neuroscience
- PS3A33 Qualitative Research Methods
- PS3A43 Development of Perception throughout the Lifespan
- PS3A56 Human Factors and Organisational Factors

**Russian and Slavonic Studies**
- RUS103 Russian Productive Skills 1
- RUS107 Russian Productive Skills 2
- RUF109 Russian for Beginners
- RUS112 Russian Oral Proficiency 4
- RUF119 Russian for Advanced Learners 1
- RUF129 Russian Language 1
- RUS207 Russian Business Communication
- RUF209 Lower Intermediate Russian
- RUF219 Russian for Advanced Learners 2
- RUF229 Russian Language 2
- RUS319 Bulgarian for Beginners
- RUS339 Croatian for Beginners
- RUS409 Russian Cultural Studies 3
- RUS451 20th Century Lyric Poetry
- RUS471 Media

*Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.*
- RUF509 Russian Cultural Studies 1
- RUF529 Russian Cultural Studies 2
- RUS604 Contemporary Russian Society
- RUF609 Introduction to Central, East European and Russian Area Studies
- RUF709 Russian Area Studies 2
- RUS802 Stalinism and Society in Eastern Europe
- PLF119 Polish for Advanced Learners 1
- PLF129 Polish Language 1
- PLF200 Lower Intermediate Polish
- PLS207 Business Polish Advanced
- PLF229 Polish Language 2
- PLS604 Contemporary Polish Society
- PLF709 Polish Area Studies

**Social Work and Social Policy**
- SS1730 Introduction to Psychology
- SS1766 Introduction to Social Policy
- SS2767 Irish Social Policy I
- SS2770 Housing Policy
- SS2785 Irish Social Policy II
- SS2789 Critical Analysis (Social Policy Topics)
- SS3402 Youth and Society and Human Service Organisations
- SS3352 Human Service Organisations
- SS3363 Intersectional Approaches to Social Policy
- SS3383 Life Course and Evolving Welfare States
- SS3385 Global Healthcare Systems and Social Policy
- SS3382 Understanding Ageing Societies for Social Work Students
- SS4722 Poverty, Inequality and Redistribution

**Sociology**
- SO3131 Globalisation and Development
- SO3141 Researching Society
- SO3151 Race, Ethnicity and Identity
- SO3171 Social Stratification and Inequality
- SO3181 Comparative Sociology of Europe
- SO494C Labour Markets Gender & Institutions
- SO493C Social Networks and Digital Lives
- SO429C Migration Mobilities and Integration
- SO425C Conflict Studies

*Note: This course listing is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a contract between CIEE and any applicant, student, institution, or other party. The courses, as described, may be subject to change as a result of ongoing curricular revisions, assignment of lecturers and teaching staff, and program development. Courses may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. This listing is up to date as of 15 February 2019.*